Some Orchids spotted while meandering through Zagoria and Skopelos Island,
GREECE
Greek nature is characterized by a large diversityHighlands, gorges, isolated valleys and hundreds of
islands create many different habitats for plants. It
lies between the high Balcanic mountain ranges,
Asia Minor and North Africa. This unique geophysical
advantage and individuality is responsible for the
large and debatable Greek flora as well as the
orchid plethora (204 species from 19 genera).
Central European or alpine orchid species like
Listera cordata reach the mountains on the north
borders
Central Mediterranean orchids like Ophrys bertolonii are growing on Kerkyra (Corfu),
the westernmost Greek island
Asiatic ones, like Himantoglossum comperianum have colonized east Aegean islands like
Lesbos
Rare Mediterranean insular species with strange distribution, like Ophrys
mesaritica, can be found on Crete, the extreme southern island of Europe; finally,
Narrow endemic orchids are evolving on the Aegean islands due to isolation, like
the three famous bornmuelleri group representatives, Ophrys andria, O.thesei and O.aeoli.
Despite this complex biodiversity, Greek orchid flora is not wholly studied and this is no
attempt to do so, but simply a basic field sighting report.
I had the wonderful privilege to join a small group of people on a hiking trail through the
countryside of Zagoria and also on one of the smaller Greek islands, Skopelos. I just went
to enjoy this remote and beautiful locality in spring and spotting a few orchids on the way
was a special bonus. I was so unprepared that I did not even take my ‘good’ camera along
(too heavy to carry!) and was quite challenged without it.
Following is a diary/photo gallery with some of the orchids, quite accidentally stumbled
upon.

ATHENS
Due to
the
immense
problem
of heavy
ash
clouds
caused
by
volcanic
eruptions many of Europe’s major airports
were closed and we sneaked into Athens via
Dubai just in time to get a glimpse of the
Acropolis and enjoy a traditional meal and
dancing in the Plaka

ZAGORIA: The distinctive region of Zagoria (Greek: Ζαγόρι, 1 050 square kilometers) lies
in North-western Greece and the edge of the Pindos Mountain, close north of Ioannina,
near the border with Albania and comprises 46 small villages. In 1874 there were more
than 28 000 people in the area, but today just over 6000.
Historically, the inaccessibility of this mountainous region has helped the local culture and
economy flourish. Great varieties of wildflowers cover the spectacular Northern Pindos
Mountains. Here you find the world's deepest canyon in proportion to its width, Vikos
Gorge, which inspires jaw dropping awe.

First orchid sighting, Orchid purpurea – right next to the 16th century built steps of
Vradeto.

Orchis (Orch)
Orchis is a genus in the orchid family (Orchidaceae) with about 160 species. This genus
gets its name from the Ancient Greek ὄρχις orchis, meaning "testicle", from the
appearance of the paired subterranean tuberoids.
This genus occurs mainly in Europe, North West Africa, and it stretches as far Tibet,
Mongolia, China and Japan.
These terrestrial orchids have tubers instead of pseudobulbs. They are extremely diverse
in appearance. They produce an erect stem. They start flowering at the base, slowly
progressing upwards, except the Monkey Orchis (Orchis simia) that flowers in reverse
order. This common name for Orchis simia is a very apt name as it is truly looks like a
little monkey or a little man.
Almost everywhere we walked we spotted the pristine-white flowers of the ‘Tears of Mary’
- they always flower during Eastertime and it is said that where Mary, the mother of Jesus,
was walking and crying after his death, these beautiful flowers would form from her tears.
The few Orchis species that we were lucky enough to spot in Sagoria were:
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purpurea
simea
provencalis
mascula
pauciflora
spitzeli
quadripunctata
Ophrys (Oph)

The plants of the genus Ophrys are remarkable in that they successfully reproduce
through pseudo copulation, that is, their flowers mimic female insects to such a degree
that amorous males are fooled into mating with the flowers, thereby pollinating them.
There are about 34 species and many natural hybrids.
They are referred to as the "Bee orchids" due to the flowers of some species resemblance
to the furry bodies of bees and other insects. Their scientific name Ophrys is the Greek
word for "eyebrow", referring to the furry edges of the lips of several species.
During summer, all Ophrys orchids are dormant as an underground bulbous tuber, which
serves as a food reserve. In late summer/autumn they develop a rosette of leaves. Also a
new tuber starts to grow and matures until the following spring; the old tuber slowly dies.
The next spring the flowering stem starts to grow. During flowering the leaves have
already started to wither.
Most Ophrys orchids are dependent on symbiotic fungi. Transplanting specimens,
especially wild specimens, is difficult, sometimes impossible, due to this symbiosis, unless
a large amount of surrounding earth is also taken with the plant. All orchids are protected
under CITES II and should not be removed or disturbed in habitat. Every Ophrys orchid
has its own pollinator insect and is completely dependent on this species for its survival.
Duped males are less likely to return and may ignore other plants of the same species.
Only about 10% of an Ophrys population gets pollinated. This is enough to preserve the
population, since each Ophrys orchid produces about 12,000 minute seeds.
We were very fortunate to see Ophrys helenae in flower in a few different localities in the
Sagoria region.

Cephalanthera (Ce-pha-lan-thé-ra) Ceph
This is a genus of mostly terrestrial orchids. Members of this genus have rhizomes rather
than tubers. About 35 species are currently recognised, several of them (15) common in
Europe, for example the Sword-leaved Helleborine C. longifolia. Most others are native to
Asia.

Anacamptis (Ant)
This genus (about 46 species) was established by Louis Claude Richard in 1817; the type
species is the Pyramidal Orchid (A. Pyramidalis). The genus' scientific name is derived
from the Greek word anakamptein, meaning "to bend backwards".
These terrestrial orchids occur on grasslands, limestone or chalk deposits, or on dunes in
Eurasia, from the Mediterranean region to Central Asia
Anacamptis pyramidalis was in flower in Sagoria as well as on Skopelos Island.

Dactylorhiza (Dact)
The name Dactylorhiza is derived from Greek words δάκτυλος "daktylos" (finger) and ρίζα
"rhiza" (root), referring to the two- to five-lobed tubers of this genus. Dactylorhiza were
previously classified under Orchis which has two round tubers.
These orchids are distributed throughout the subarctic and temperate northern
hemisphere: in Europe, from Scandinavia to North Africa; also on Madeira, Iceland, West
Asia, North Asia, the Himalayas, North America and even in Alaska.
These terrestrial orchids grow in basic soils in wet meadows, bogs, heathland and in areas
sparsely populated by trees. They are tuberous geophytes. In a thickened underground
stem, they can store a large amount of water to survive arid conditions.
The long leaves are lanceolate and, in most species, also speckled. They grow along a
rather long stem which reaches a height of 70–90 cm. Leaves higher on the stem are
shorter than leaves lower on the stem.
The inflorescence, compared to the length of the plant, is rather short. It consists of a
compact raceme with 25-50 flowers. These develop from axillary buds. The dominant
colors are all shades of pink to red, sprinkled with darker speckles.
Many 'species' in this genus hybridise so readily that species boundaries themselves are
vague, with regular name changes and no clear answers. A few species colonise very well
onto fresh industrial wastes such as pulverised fuel ash, where vast hybrid swarms can
appear for a decade or more, before ecological succession replaces them.

SKOPELOS – The ‘Mama Mia’ island
The largest of the Sporades islands @ 96km², Skopelos is a gem. The Delphi and Palouki
mountains dominate the western and eastern parts of the island and dense vegetation
contrasts the crystal emerald water of the Agean Sea. What a special farewell surprise to
find, right next to the little church of Saint Agios Ioannis Kastri (used in the wedding in the
Mama Mia film) on top of the cliffs, Anacamptis pyramidalis in flower!
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I conferred with many people, internet websites, blogs, booklets, books before I even
decided to write short article – unfortunately I did not keep track of them all but I will be
able to provide some on request.

